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Audit Planning 
 

- Risk assessment (sample score sheet attached) 
 

- Management input 
 

- Annual adjustments 
 

- Function audits 
 

- Special project pool 
 

- Impact of crucial, unplanned reviews  
 
 
Individual Reviews 
 

- Scope based on preliminary survey 
 
- Management input/requests 

 
- Internal control review and analysis 

 
- Test strengths; investigate impact of material weaknesses 

 
- Sampling type varies 

 
 
University-Wide Follow-up of Previously Issued Findings 
 

- Done every 12 to 24 months  
 
- Findings database 
 
- Outstanding, Repeat, Corrected – test status or not 

 
- Reporting capabilities (sample reports attached) 
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Reporting Relationship 
 

- Chancellor, Chairman of Audit and Finance Committee of Board of Trustees, Vice 
Chancellor for Finance & Administration 

 
- Interaction with Chancellor and other senior managers 

 
 

Interaction with Audit and Finance Committee 
 

- Three scheduled presentations a year – others as necessary. 
 

- Free to talk directly with Committee Chair and Board Chair. 
 

- Closed Board sessions. 
 
 
Interaction with Office of the President 
 

- Early warning system. 
 

- Shared findings. 
 

- Input for/flexibility with required audits 
 
 
 
 

 
 



UNC-CH Internal Audit - Sample Risk Assessment Scoring Sheet

FACTOR RISK LEVEL WEIGHT RISK SCORE COMMENTS

1.   Does the unit manage significant 5.0%
  costs on behalf of UNC?

  1 = costs of less than $625,000.

  2 = costs of more than $625,000 but
        less than  $2,800,000.

  3 = cost of more than $2,800,000.

2. Does the unit receive or process 5.0%
significant revenue on behalf of UNC?

  1 = revenue of less than $100,000.

  2 = revenue of more than $100,000 but
        less than  $1,000,000.

  3 = revenue of more than $1,000,000.

3.   What is the impact on UNC if unit 11.4%
  does not provide service in re-
  quired time frames or at expected 
  service level?

  1 = Nominal, if any.

  2 = Failure has minor effect on ex-
        ternal relations.  Short term in-
        ternal delays or errors may occur.

  3 = Failure has serious effect on
        relations with  constituency or
        creates serious internal problems.

4.   What is the impact on UNC if 12.0%
  the unit generates inaccurate 
  information?

  1 = Little or no impact on opera-
       tions of UNC as a whole.

  2 = Moderate impact on opera-
        tions of UNC as a whole; few
        other units relay on information
        this unit produces.

  3 = Serious impact on operations
        of UNC as a whole; many units
        or outside entities rely on infor-
        mation this unit produces.

5.   Does the unit interact with a large 8.0%
  number of clients or have a signifi-
  cant number of employees?

  1 = Less than 53 employees (or 553
       students &  employees for academ-
       ic departments).

  2 = Between 53 & 220 employees (or
        553 & 1120 students & employees
        for academic departments). 

  3 = More than 220 employees (or 1120
       students &  employees for academ-
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UNC-CH Internal Audit - Sample Risk Assessment Scoring Sheet

FACTOR RISK LEVEL WEIGHT RISK SCORE COMMENTS

        ic departments).

6.   Is the control environment suf- 15.6%
  ficient to ensure that manage-
  ment's objectives are achieved?

  1 = Strong control environment.

  2 = Moderate control environment.

  3 = Weak control environment.

7.   Will the loss of disclosure of infor- 8.3%
  mation produced by unit result in
  loss or embarrassment for UNC?

  1 = unit produces public information.

  2 = information produced by unit  has
        limited availability; it's release
        would cause minor loss or mod-
        erate embarrassment.

  3 = information produced by unit 
        requires protection against unau-
        thorized or  premature disclosure
        could have adverse effects.

8.   Have there been significant changes 9.3%
  in staffing, funding, or duties of unit?

  1 = No significant changes in 
        past 12 or next 24 months.

  2 = Funding, staffing, or duties
        have/will change moderately
        in past 12 or next 24 months.

  3 = Funding, staffing, or duties
        have/will change significantly
        in past 12 or next 24 months.

9.   Are assignments the unit manages or 10.4%
  performs complex, require significant
  time, or involve multiple steps? 

  1 = Unskilled assignments; little
       or no process-related risk.

  2 = Assignments involve several
        steps or persons, are some-
        what time consuming, & require
        moderate training to perform;
        moderate process-related risk.

  3 = Tasks involve several steps or
        persons, are very time consuming,
        and require extensive training.

10.   What is the impact on UNC if er- 8.7%
  rors or problems in this unit re-
  ceive negative publicity?

  1 = Minor impact.
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UNC-CH Internal Audit - Sample Risk Assessment Scoring Sheet

FACTOR RISK LEVEL WEIGHT RISK SCORE COMMENTS

  2 = Moderate impact but not
        a pressing concern.

  3 = Significant impact due to high
        degree of interest by political
        groups or constituents.

11.   What opportunities for benefit or 6.5%
  improvements in operations are
  known to exist?

  1 = Few known or expressed oppor-
       tunities; unit is perceived as ef-
       ficient & customer-oriented.

  2 = Several known or expressed
        opportunities.

  3 = Many known or expressed op-
        portunities.; unit is known or
        believed to be inefficient. 

 TOTAL RISK SCORE: 0
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